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Remind Code



Reminder of Game Rules (Please be careful…)
★ You may NOT purchase or short sell more than $25,000 

in any ONE stock or fund

★ You must purchase at least 5 stocks or funds by the 
end of the game (December 11th 2020)

★ You can make no more than 5 buy or short sell 
transactions during the final week of the game 
(December 7th to 11th)

★ You may not make more than 100 trades in the game



Current Events: 
News and current events constantly affect the 
stock market, for example:

● Apple Keynote meeting  - The recent release event 
that Apple held had a great impact on the price 
of AAPL shares. 

● The price at market open on monday spiked up due 
to anticipation of the event. (From $116 to $123) 

● Perhaps the keynote did not impress investors 
much and the price has slowly sank to $120 per 
share since the release event. 



News to look out for
● Change in price targets

○ Big banks and rating agencies set a price target for stocks. 
○ If a price target increase, the stock price increases and vice versa

● New products being revealed or sold 
○ The recent Apple showcase is a great example of how new products can 

affect stock price

● Changes in product pricing
○ For example, Tesla recently cut the price of the Model S, which 

caused the stock to rapidly decrease in price and then quickly 
increase in price



Where to Get News!

YAHOO FINANCE
- https://finance.yahoo.com

MARKETWATCH
- This is the same site where the game is played
- On the main site, there is current news and news for focused stocks
- https://www.marketwatch.com 

MORNING BREW
- Great, snarky business email targeting Gen Y and Z (YOU!)
- https://morningbrew.com/daily/r?kid=e0d39a72

BLOOMBERG BUSINESS NEWS

- great overall business news
- https://www.bloomberg.com 
- Has the markets at the top 

https://finance.yahoo.com
https://www.marketwatch.com
https://morningbrew.com/daily/r?kid=e0d39a72
https://www.bloomberg.com


INTRO TO INVESTING

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aXJjDXLbWQ


Thanks For Listening Stock 
Mkt Gang!


